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Abstract—We propose a decentralized optimal load control
scheme that provides contingency reserve in the presence of
sudden generation drop. The scheme takes advantage of flexibility
of frequency responsive loads and neighborhood area commu-
nication to solve an optimal load control problem that balances
load and generation while minimizing end-use disutility of par-
ticipating in load control. Local frequency measurements enable
individual loads to estimate the total mismatch between load and
generation. Neighborhood area communication helps mitigate
effects of inconsistencies in the local estimates due to frequency
measurement noise. Case studies show that the proposed scheme
can balance load with generation and restore the frequency within
seconds of time after a generation drop, even when the loads use
a highly simplified power system model in their algorithms. We
also investigate tradeoffs between the amount of communication
and the performance of the proposed scheme through simula-
tion-based experiments.

Index Terms—Distributed control, frequency responsive load,
neighborhood area communication, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N power systems, contingency reserves balance generation
and load after sudden loss of generation; otherwise the fre-

quency may deviate from its nominal value. Such frequency de-
viation, if not resolved in a short time, may lead to instability
or even cause permanent damage to facilities [1]. Contingency
reserves are traditionally on the generation side. For example,
spinning reserve is a type of contingency reserve provided by a
set of generators which are part-loaded and synchronized to the
grid, and increase their output in case of a sudden, large drop in
generation. The grid-connected and part-loaded generators pro-
viding spinning reserve are of low efficiency and increase fuel
costs and emissions, and it may take the generators up to 10min-
utes to reach the desired output [2]. Other contingency reserves
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such as supplemental reserve and replacement reserve are pro-
vided by offline generators, which have a even longer response
time of 10 min to hours [3].
To complement the generation-side measures above, loads

provide an attractive alternative toward providing reserves.
Long Island Power Authority developed LIPAedge, which was
the largest residential load control program in US. LIPAedge
provided 24.9 MW of demand reduction during hot summer
days and could deliver 75 MW of 10-min spinning reserve [4].
Later studies demonstrated that loads can provide even faster
service and save large amount of communication by using local
frequency measurements. Through advanced metering, loads
can sense the frequency as a proxy of the mismatch between
load and generation and respond accordingly in less than a
second [5]. In the Grid Friendly Appliance Controller [6] devel-
oped by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, appliances can
be turned off temporarily and provide reserves within seconds
by responding to the frequency. Trudnowski et al. designed a
mechanism in which loads take proportional negative-feedback
of frequency deviation. Simulations show that the mechanism
balances load and generation and restores the frequency to 60
Hz within several seconds after a sudden generation drop [7],
[8]. However, the work reported in [6]–[8] does not consider
the end-use disutility of participating in load control, nor does
it provide any theoretical guarantees on the performance of
load control.
In this paper, we formulate an optimal load control problem

to minimize the end-use disutility of participating in load con-
trol. The disutility minimization is subject to the balance be-
tween load and generation. Then, we develop a decentralized,
frequency-based load control scheme, and prove that it solves
the optimal load control problem. In the scheme, loads estimate
total load-generation mismatch from local frequency measure-
ments, based on a model characterizing the dynamics of fre-
quency deviation in the power system. Such local estimates are
used as the increments in a distributed gradient method to solve
the dual problem of the optimal load control problem. To com-
pensate for inconsistencies between estimates of different loads
caused by frequency measurement noise, loads exchange their
estimates with their neighbors through a neighborhood commu-
nication network. With moderate assumptions on the disutility
function, power system model, measurement noise and com-
munication graph, the almost sure convergence to the optimal
load control solution is proved. Case studies show that the pro-
posed scheme recovers the balance between load and genera-
tion within seconds after a sudden generation drop. The scheme
is robust to modeling inaccuracies in the sense that it performs
well even when loads use a simplified and less accurate model
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Fig. 1. Power system model under consideration. denotes a generation
drop. denotes the frequency deviation. Load gets a measured value of
the frequency deviation which may differ from by a stochastic noise .
Based on the measured frequency deviation, load is reduced by .

of the system to estimate the load-generation mismatch. More-
over, simulation shows that a moderate amount of communica-
tion ensures good performance of the load control.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes

the power system model and the optimal load control
problem. Section III introduces the approach of estimating
total load-generation mismatch from local frequency mea-
surements. Section IV presents the decentralized load control
algorithm and proves its convergence. Section V shows case
studies. Finally, Section VI provides concluding remarks and
discusses interesting problems for future work. The proofs
of propositions and theorems in this paper are provided in
Section VII.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

We now introduce a dynamic power system model in which
frequency responsive loads are controlled. We then formulate
an optimal load control problem, which is solved by the load
control scheme that will be proposed later.

A. Setup

The setup of power system model we consider is shown in
Fig. 1. We assume that the electrical distances between geo-
graphically different parts of the system are negligible, and so
are the differences in frequencies between them [9]. Therefore,
the whole system has a universal frequency which can be
equivalently regarded as the frequency of a single generator. A
number of controllable loads consume power from this gener-
ator. Each of the controllable loads may also be considered as
an aggregate of multiple, smaller controllable loads [2], [5].
Let denote the set of loads. Suppose the

system is working at an operating point where the total load and
the total generation are balanced. Then suddenly a generation
drop denoted by occurs. To compensate for , load is
reduced by through load control. Let denote the uni-
versal frequency deviation from its nominal value. Load mea-
sures the frequency deviation locally, and gets a measured value

, which may differ from by a stochastic noise .
We assume the loads measure the frequency deviation and

make decisions every time, and use to denote
the time instances . Let stand for the

reduction of load at time . Then, the total mismatch between
load and generation at time is

(1)

Without loss of generality, for , de-
notes load reduction, and denotes generation drop,
so denotes the load surplus. We consider a dynamic model
of the power system, which takes as the input and and

as the output. To simplify the analysis, we use a linearized
model around the operating point [10], [11]. Use to
denote the state of the system at time . The elements in de-
pend on the specific power system model used in the algorithm.
They may include, e.g., the valve opening position of the tur-
bine, the mechanic power of the rotor, the output voltage of the
generator, and the frequency deviation . There may be a sto-
chastic disturbance to each of the elements above, which may
be caused by environment influence, e.g., change in temperature
[12]. Such disturbances are characterized by a vector .
Moreover, for every load , the stochastic frequency measure-
ment noise is also considered. Then, the model of the power
system is given by

(2)

For the models we consider in this paper, the frequency devia-
tion is one element in the state , so the matrix
has one element 1 and other elements 0.
We assume, for all and all , that the process

disturbance and the measurement noise have zero mean,
and their covariances satisfy

(3)

where is positive semi-definite, , and and
denote the Kronecker delta function. Here we assume that

every load performs frequency measurement independently at
every time step, so the measurement noise is independent across
the loads and not correlated over time.Moreover, we assume the
noise has the same variance at different loads.
Remark 1: There are power systems in which the electrical

distances between different parts are not negligible and their dy-
namics cannot be captured well by a single generator. In [13],
we model such systems as multiple generators connected by
transmission lines, where each generator captures the dynamics
of a tightly electrically connected part of the system. In that
paper, we mainly focus on the effects of network topology to
load control; therefore, we take the swing equation as a partic-
ular, simple example of generator model [in contrast to the more
general model given by (2)], and ignore the process disturbance
and the measurement noise. In the current paper, we focus more
on capturing the underlying dynamics in more detail.

B. Optimal Load Control Problem

We now introduce the optimal load control problem. Suppose
a generation drop occurs at time 0. In the problem we con-
sider, is a positive constant. In response to the generation
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drop, load is reduced by , which incurs a disu-
tility , as a result of interrupting the normal usage or
compromising end-use function of appliances [2], [4]. Here
is the maximum reduction of load allowed by appliance design
or user preference. The optimal load control problem, denoted
by , is

By solving , the total end-use disutility of load control is
minimized, and the mismatch between load and generation is
eliminated.
For feasibility of , we assume . This

assumption holds if a large enough group of loads participate in
load control. We do not consider the case that the controllable
loads are not enough and is not feasible. Additionally, we
make the following two assumptions on the disutility function
, so that is a convex problem which is tractable.
Assumption 1: For , is increasing, strictly convex

and twice continuously differentiable over .
Assumption 2: For , there exists so that

for .
Solving using a centralized scheme requires a central co-

ordinator and two-way communication between the loads and
the coordinator. Load-to-coordinator communication is used to
collect information about every load, e.g., the disutility function,
and the allowed range of load reduction. The coordinator com-
putes the optimal dispatch of load reductions using received in-
formation. Then, the dispatch signals are issued to loads via co-
ordinator-to-load communication. The centralized scheme has
limitations in implementation. First, it requires a coordinator to
maintain connections with all the loads and perform computa-
tion for the whole problem. Once the coordinator fails, the load
control cannot work. Second, due to privacy issues, the users
may not want to reveal information about their usage to the
utility company or any third party that operates the load con-
trol.
As an alternative, we can design a decentralized scheme

where every load computes a small piece of the overall
problem, and coordinates with several neighbors. The decen-
tralized scheme may be more reliable in the sense that losing
a load does not prevent the control of other loads. Moreover,
users can protect the privacy of their own information. For the
purpose of designing such a decentralized scheme, we consider
solving the dual problem of . Taking as the dual variable,
the dual problem of is

(4)

where

Under Assumption 1, given , the problem

(5)

has a unique minimizer given by

(6)

Note the inverse of exists over since is
continuous and strictly increasing by Assumption 1. Since
is convex for all and has affine constraints, Slater’s
condition implies that there is zero duality gap between and
its dual problem in (4), and the optimal solution of (4), denoted
by , is attained [14, Sec. 5.5.3]. It follows that

is primal feasible and optimal [14,
Sec. 5.5.2]. Moreover, it is easy to show that, for any given
and such that and , the

problem in (4) has at least one optimal point . Hence,
we can constrain to . Therefore, instead of solving
directly, we focus on solving its modified dual problem

(7)

The decentralized algorithm can be given informally as fol-
lows (see Section IV-A for a formal treatment). Each load
updates its value of dual variable at time as

(8)

where is some stepsize, and
is the mismatch between load and genera-

tion at time . Then, load calculates its load reduc-
tion at time as ,1 where is de-
fined in (6). As shown in [15, Section III-A], is the
gradient of the dual objective function , if the dual variable

at time . Therefore,
this decentralized algorithm is essentially a gradient projection
method [14] applied on the dual problem . To implement
this algorithm with frequency responsive loads, loads should be
able to estimate from local frequency measurements. A can-
didate estimation method is introduced in Section III.

III. ESTIMATING LOAD-GENERATION MISMATCH

In Section II-B, we informally introduced a decentralized al-
gorithm to solve the optimal load control problem . The al-
gorithm requires every load to know , the total mismatch be-
tween load and generation. We now introduce a method using
which loads can estimate from locally measured frequency
deviation. Since is the input of the model given by (2), we
call this method input estimation.
In input estimation, load uses frequency measurements

to estimate . Consider
the power system model in (2). Use and , re-
spectively, to denote the estimate of and the estimate of

with frequency measurements up to time . Starting from
, the input estimation is given recursively by

(9)

1We abuse the notation by letting be either a function of time or a
function of the dual variable . The meaning should be clear from context.
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where . Note that is a scalar, thus
, and is a scalar. Therefore, to ensure the existence of

, we only need to make the following assumption.
Assumption 3: The matrices and satisfy

Before applying the input estimation to any specific system
model, Assumption 3 needs to be verified. As a partial justifica-
tion, it holds for the power system model we use in Section V.
The input estimation above was proposed by Kitanidis [16]. It
gives an unbiased and minimum variance estimate of the state
and the input. The covariance of , denoted by

, is given recursively by

(10)

where and are defined in (3). Denote the input estimate
error by . Define the -algebra

, which gives the his-
torical information before time for all loads. By [16], the ex-
pectation and variance of conditioned on are given
by

(11)

and

(12)

The following proposition provides a condition under which

converges to some constant as .
Proposition 1: Denote the eigenvalues of

by , . If
for all , then

(13)

where is some constant determined from , , , and
, and independent of .
Proof: See Section VII.

For any power system model in the form of (2), we can check
whether the condition in Proposition 1 is satisfied a priori. Even
though it holds for the model we use in the case studies of this
paper, the implications of this condition still need to be under-
stood in future study.
The following corollary, which is a straightforward conse-

quence of Proposition 1, gives a bound on the variance of the
input estimate error.
Corollary 1: If the condition for Proposition 1 holds, then

for all and all , where
is some constant dependent on , , , , and the initial
covariance of all .
With the input estimation above, every load can get a local es-

timate of . The estimates of different loadsmay be inconsistent,
due to different realizations of the noise. By (8), the inconsis-
tencies of estimates of lead to inconsistencies of between

the loads. However, in the decentralized algorithm informally
given in Section II-B, should converge to the optimum of

for all . Therefore, the inconsistencies of between the
loads should be eliminated or mitigated. In Section IV, we intro-
duce a method to mitigate such inconsistencies. Then, we give
the decentralized load control algorithm formally and prove its
convergence.

IV. LOAD CONTROL ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce a method to mitigate the incon-
sistencies of between different loads, and give a formal in-
troduction of the decentralized, frequency-based algorithm that
solves the optimal load control problem. Then, we discuss the
communication architecture that supports the information ex-
change in this algorithm. We also present the main results re-
garding the convergence of the proposed algorithm.

A. Decentralized Load Control Algorithm

The decentralized algorithm has already been informally dis-
cussed in Section II-B. The dual variable update in (8) requires
estimating locally. As shown in Section III, there may be in-
consistencies between local estimates of , and hence between
, of different loads. We use neighborhood communication be-

tween the loads to mitigate such inconsistencies. The informa-
tion flow of the communication can be regarded as an undirected
graph, since the communication is in two ways. In this graph,
denote the set of neighbors of load at time as . Load
is assigned a weight for all , and a weight

for itself. Note that if , then . Hence
we make , and can always find the weights that
satisfy

(14)

Other conditions on the weights will be discussed later in
Section IV-B. Through neighborhood communication, load
receives the values of dual variable from all ,
and calculates an average value of dual variable, denoted by

, as

(15)

This averaging procedure is typically used in consensus algo-
rithms [17]. Consensus, in our problem, means that the loads
seek agreement on the values of the dual variable . In (16), is
an auxiliary variable which denotes a local average of the values
of the dual variable across load and its neighbors. As the algo-
rithm iterates, this local averaging propagates to a global agree-
ment on the values of the dual variable throughout the network.
Combining such a consensus procedure with the estimation of
in Section III, we have the following algorithm to solve the

optimal load control problem.
Algorithm 1: Frequency -based optimal load control algo-

rithm
At time , the following information is known to all

loads : the power system model which contains matrices
, and , the lower bound and upper bound defined
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Fig. 2. Home area network (HAN) involves the communication between ap-
pliances and smart meters. The neighborhood area network (NAN), which is
used in load control, aids the communication between utilities and smart meters
within distribution networks. The wide area network (WAN) aids the long range
communication between substations. This figure is a slightly modified version
of a similar figure in [18].

in Section II-B, and a sequence of positive stepsize
which is the same for all loads. Each load starts from

arbitrary initial state estimate and initial value of dual
variable .
At times , load :
1) Measures the frequency deviation , and calculates

using the input estimation (9).
2) Updates the value of dual variable according to

(16)

and transmits to all loads .
3) Receives the from all , and calculates

as (15).
4) Computes its load reduction , where

is defined in (6).
Before proving the convergence of Algorithm 1, we first in-

troduce the neighborhood area communication supporting the
information exchange in (15), and other conditions on
besides (14), which are necessary for the convergence of Al-
gorithm 1.

B. Neighborhood Area Communication

As an example, we take the smart grid communication archi-
tecture proposed by Trilliant Inc. [18] shown in Fig. 2.
The load control scheme given by Algorithm 1 does not rely

on communication between all the loads and a central coordi-
nator. Instead, it uses communication between each load and
a small number of its neighbors. This neighborhood commu-
nication uses mainly a neighborhood area network (NAN). In
NAN, reliable, scalable, fast responding and cost-effective com-
munication technologies such as 802.2.15.4/ZigBee are widely
used [18], which can greatly facilitate the implementation of the
decentralized load control. For the convergence proof of Al-
gorithm 1, we make the following assumption on the weights

in (15).
Assumption 4: There exists a scalar such that

for all and all , if or

, and otherwise. With Assumption 4,
equation (15) simplifies to

(17)

Moreover, in order to make the information at load impact
load infinitely often, we assume that within any fixed period
of time, the set of links which have appeared form a connected,
undirected graph. Define to be the
set of undirected links at time . The connectivity requirement
above is formally stated in the following assumption.
Assumption 5: There exists a integer such that the

graph is connected for all .

In reality, the NAN may have specific topologies, e.g., bus,
ring, star, linear topology, or mixed topologies, as discussed
in [19], [20]. All these topologies satisfy Assumption 5. How-
ever, the convergence analysis does not require any assumptions
about the topology beyond Assumption 5.We will consider a re-
alistic topology in case studies in Section V.
Define to be the matrix with th entry , and

define . The following
result given by [17, Lemma 3.2] will be used in the convergence
proof of Algorithm 1:

(18)

where

(19)

C. Convergence of Algorithm 1

Now we present some results regarding the convergence of
Algorithm 1. We first consider the case where the sequence

of stepsizes converges to some nonneg-
ative constant. Theorem 1 gives a bound on the difference be-
tween the maximal expected value of the dual objective function
and the optimal value of , denoted by .
Theorem 1: Suppose Assumptions 1–5 hold. If

and , then, for all

(20)

where , and .
Proof: See Section VII.

Taking in (21), we have the following corollary, which
is straightforward from Theorem 1.
Corollary 2: Suppose Assumptions 1–5 hold. If

and , then, for all

Define . With further
restrictions on the stepsize , the sequence
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produced by Algorithm 1 converges almost surely to
the optimum of , as stated in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: Suppose Assumptions 1–5 hold.
and . Then, for all , the sequence

converges to the same optimal point of
with probability 1 and in mean square. Moreover, the se-

quence converges to the optimal point of
with probability 1.
Proof: See Section VII.

In Algorithm 1, neighborhood communication is used to mit-
igate the effect of measurement noise. Now we show a special
case where the process disturbance and themeasurement noise
for all are omitted. In this case, the following theorem

shows that the optimal load control problem can be solved by
using Algorithm 1 without neighborhood communication.
Theorem 3: Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied:
1) and for all and .
2) In Algorithm 1, for all , , and
are the same.

3) For all and all , , and .
4) Constant stepsize is used, where satisfies

.
Then, for all , any limit point (at least one exists) of the

sequence is primal-dual optimal
for and .

Proof: See Section VII.

V. CASE STUDIES

We take a relatively detailed example of the power system
model introduced in (2) for simulation-based experiments. We
use Algorithm 1 to control the loads when a sudden generation
drop occurs, and observe frequency, load reduction and total
end-use disutility to evaluate its performance. Additionally, we
test the robustness of Algorithm 1 to modeling inaccuracies by
letting the loads use a simplified, less accurate model to esti-
mate the mismatch between load and generation. We also dis-
cuss tradeoffs between the amount of communication and the
performance of the proposed scheme, and the effects of different
numbers of loads.

A. System Settings

We consider an example of the single generator model in (2),
as shown in Fig. 3.
The generator has a speed governor with the transfer function

a turbine with the transfer function

and a power system stabilizer (PSS) with the transfer function

The output voltage of the generator is regulated by an IEEE
AC4A exciter [10], which has the transfer function

Fig. 3. Power system model used in the case studies.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE CASE STUDIES

Moreover, the flux decay transfer function of the generator is

Table I gives the values of parameters used in the transfer func-
tions above. The continuous-time state-space form of the model
given above is

Then, taking a sampling time , we get the matrices
, and in (2) using the following equations:

There are controllable loads, which are placed and con-
nected using a linear topology, a most commonly seen real-
world power distribution level topology [20]. Each load com-
municates directly with loads from to

, as shown in Fig. 4.
Load has a disutility function ,

where is a random positive number. We pick according
to uniform distribution on . The baseline power is
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Fig. 4. Communication graph of loads.

MVA. For , . In the case studies, we let
to be a positive random number and choose

per unit (pu). Generation drop contains two step changes
resembling sudden generation loss events:

.

Process disturbance has covariance
for obtained above. Measurement noise for all has
variance . In Algorithm 1, loads use a dimin-
ishing stepsize for some arbitrarily selected

, so and . There-
fore, all the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied.

B. Performance and Robustness to Modeling Inaccuracies

We compare the performance of the load control scheme
given by Algorithm 1 between the two settings of “accurate
modeling” and “simplified modeling.” Under the setting of
accurate modeling, loads use the accurate model given by
matrices , and for input estimation. Under the setting
of simplified modeling, loads use a simplified, less accurate
model, due to practical consideration that the utility company
may not reveal the exact system information to users for pri-
vacy issues. There are multiple ways to simplify the system
model. For example, in the model given by Fig. 3, we consider
the swing dynamics only and ignore all the other parts, and,
with the values of parameters given in Section V-A, we have a
simplified transfer function

such that .
Figs. 5–7, respectively, show the frequency, the total load re-

duction and the total end-use disutility with loads using different
models. Every load communicates with the same number of
neighbors . With the accurate model in load control, the
frequency is recovered to 60 Hz faster than the case without load
control. The total load reduction follows the generation drop,
and the total end-use disutility converges to the minimum, both
within a short time. It takes 7 iterations (3.5 s) for the disutility
to achieve and stay in region of the new steady-state (min-
imum) value after the first generation drop, and 8 iterations (4
seconds) after the second. Moreover, all the results under the

Fig. 5. Frequency. The dash-dot line is the frequency without load control.
The solid and dashed lines are those with load control where loads use different
models.

Fig. 6. Total load reduction. The dash-dot line is the generation drop. The solid
and dashed lines are total load reductions by load control where loads use dif-
ferent models.

simplified modeling are close to those under the accurate mod-
eling, which suggests the proposed scheme may be robust to
modeling inaccuracies.

C. Tradeoffs Between Communication and Performance

Theorem 3 states the convergence of Algorithm 1 without
communication between the loads in the case of no disturbance
and measurement noise. However, communication is required
to guarantee satisfactory performance of the proposed scheme
in the presence of measurement noise. To demonstrate this,
Figs. 8–10, respectively, show the frequency, the total load
reduction and the total end-use disutility when loads perform
Algorithm 1 with , i.e., no communication between the
loads. Constant stepsize is used to satisfy the
condition in Theorem 3. Results show that without measure-
ment noise, Algorithm 1 performs well without communication,
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Fig. 7. Total end-use disutility. The dash-dot line is the minimal disutility. The
solid and dashed lines are disutility curves with load control where loads use
different models.

Fig. 8. Frequency when there is no communication in load control. The
dash-dot line is the frequency without load control. The solid and dashed lines
are, respectively, the frequencies without and with measurement noise in load
control.

as stated by Theorem 3.2 However, when there is measurement
noise, Algorithm 1 produces a large overshooting in frequency
drop, a large delay in balancing the load with the generation,
and a disutility much higher than the minimum.
We further discuss tradeoffs between the amount of commu-

nication and the performance of Algorithm 1. In the communi-
cation graph we use, as grows, the connectivity gets stronger
and more communication is used. We show the total end-use
disutility with , in Fig. 11. We see from Figs. 7
and 11 that, with more communication, Algorithm 1 performs
better by producing a total disutility closer to the minimum. On
the other hand, the results are significantly improved when
increases from 0 to 5, but not so distinguishable when increasing

2We relax the assumption in Theorem 3 by allowing non-zero process distur-
bance, and Algorithm 1 still works well without communication.

Fig. 9. Total load reduction when there is no communication in load control.
The dash-dot line is the generation drop. The solid and dashed lines are, respec-
tively, the load reductions without and with measurement noise in load control.

Fig. 10. Total disutility when there is no communication in load control. The
dash-dot line is the minimal disutility. The solid and dashed lines are, respec-
tively, the disutility without and with measurement noise in load control.

from 5 to 40. It implies that the proposed scheme addresses
the frequency measurement noise effectively, and receives most
of its benefit using a moderate amount of neighborhood commu-
nication.

D. Effects of the Number of Loads

We consider the effects of different numbers of loads that
implement the decentralized load control given by Algorithm
1. Fig. 12 shows the total end-use disutility with ,

, and . In all the three cases, every load
communicates with the same number of neighbors .
Moreover, the values of parameters in different cases are scaled
so that they have the same minimal disutility. We can see that
there is small difference between different cases, which implies
that the performance of the proposed scheme does not degrade
as more and more loads participate. This result shows that the
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Fig. 11. Total end-use disutility with different numbers of neighbors in the
load control, compared with the minimum disutility.

Fig. 12. Total end-use disutility with different numbers of loads, compared
with the minimum disutility.

frequency-based, decentralized load control may be suitable for
large-scale deployment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed an optimal load control scheme that provides
contingency reserve. When a sudden drop in generation occurs,
loads are reduced to balance the generation, and the disutility
of participating in load reduction is minimized. A decentral-
ized algorithm was developed to achieve optimal load control.
In the algorithm, loads estimate the total load-generation mis-
match from local frequency measurements. To mitigate the per-
formance degradation caused by the frequency measurement
noise, neighborhood communication between the loads is used.
The convergence of the proposed algorithm was proved. Simu-
lation-based experiments showed that the proposed scheme can
match the load with the generation and restore the frequency
within seconds of time after a sudden drop in generation. More-
over, the proposed scheme performs well even when loads use a
simplified, less accurate model of the power system to estimate
the total load-generation mismatch. We also showed with case
studies that a moderate amount of communication improves the
performance of the proposed load control significantly.
In this paper we considered a single-generator model for the

power systems in which different parts are tightly electrically

connected. As mentioned in Remark 1, in [13] we considered
a multi-generator network with a particular, simple example of
generator model for the power systems with large electrical dis-
tances between different parts. In the future, we will extend the
work in both papers by taking into consideration more realistic
issues. For example, wewill model the effects of reactive power,
and consider constraints on power flows and voltage magni-
tudes. We will also model the dynamics of loads in detail, and
design load control algorithms based on the models of different
types of loads.

VII. APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1

Recall that . The matrix
is positive semi-definite, since both

and are positive semi-definite. Then, if for all
, the equation

has a unique, positive semi-definite solution [21]. Addition-
ally, exists and is . By (12), we have

where the right-hand side is independent of , and can be deter-
mined from , , , and .

Proof of Theorem 1

We first show two lemmas as a preparation for proving The-
orem 1. Define .
Lemma 1: Suppose Assumptions 4 and 5 hold. Then for all

and

(21)

where , and , are defined
in (20).

Proof: By the fact that for , we
have

Following [17, Lemma 4.1], we get Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: Suppose Assumptions 1–5 hold. Then for all

and any , we have
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(22)

where .
Proof: By (17) and the convexity of squared norm, we have

(23)

Besides, by (16) and the projection property, we have

(24)

By the mean value theorem, we have

(25)

where is some value between and . 3 In (25), we
use the fact . By (23)–(25), we have

3At the point where is not differentiable, should be replaced by the
subgradient of , without influencing the proof.

(26)

By the concavity of , we have

(27)

We also have

(28)

where the first inequality is due to (by
Assumption 2), and the fact that . The second
inequality is due to the convexity of the absolute value. More-
over, since is the bound on for all , we have

(29)

Incorporating (27)–(29) into (26), we get Lemma 2.
With Lemmas 1 and 2, we can complete the proof of Theorem

1. In (22), we take as , which is an optimum of , and
sum over . We have

It follows that

Then, with and , we have
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(30)

On the other hand, we have

(31)

where lies between and . Moreover, taking the
expectation on both sides of (22) and considering
by (11), we have

By [17, Lemma 3.1(a) ], we have

. Therefore

(32)

Incorporating (31) and (32) into(30), we have(20), i.e., Theorem
1 is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2

With Assumptions 1–5, (11), and Corollary 1, all the condi-
tions for [17, Theorem 6.2], are satisfied. By that theorem, for
all , the sequence converges to the
same optimal point of the with probability 1 and in mean
square. Define .
By Section II-B, converges to the op-
timal point of the primal problem with probability 1. By

, Theorem 2 holds.

Proof of Theorem 3

It is easy to show that, for all and , if ,
, and , then .

Moreover, since , and , by (15),
for all and all . Then, since are the

same for all , (16) implies that there is a sequence
such that for all and .

To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we give two lemmas
regarding the properties of .We skip their proofs since Lemma
3 follows directly from Assumption 1, and the proof of Lemma
4 uses the same technique as [22, Lemma 2–3].
Lemma 3: Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Then is concave,

continuously differentiable and bounded on .

Lemma 4: Suppose Assumptions 1–2 hold. Then for any

Given Lemmas 3 and 4, and , by [23, Propo-
sition 3.4], any limit point of the sequence ,
if exists, is an optimum of . Moreover, since
is in a compact set for all , there exists at least one limit point of

denoted by . By (6), is continuous
on , thus is a limit point of .
By strong duality between and , is primal op-
timal.
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